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Im Known
Keziah Jones

=========
I M KNOWN (liquid sunshine)
=========

transcription by Jelloul (partoche@caramail.com)

Intro:   A  F
======

Couplet:
========
A          F
  let them fall
A         F
  fall on me
A            F 
  teach them all
A        B
  how to be

CHORUS:
======
   Cm         G#
im known yeah yeah
      Cm   G#
oh oh oh
   Cm         G#
im known yeah yeah
      Cm    G#
oh oh oh
      A
oh oh oh

Couplet:
========
A             F
  little miss thang
A        F
  how ya doin?
A        F
  make a stand with no fear
A           F
  who youre screwing?

CHORUS:
======



   Cm         G#
im known yeah yeah
      Cm   G#
oh oh oh
   Cm         G#
im known yeah yeah
      Cm    G#
oh oh oh
      Bbm
oh oh oh

Couplet:
========
         F# 
      ma story
Bbm            F#
  on the nine oclock
Bbm              F#
    youll see me square in all my glory
Bbm                F#
   ill be sharp as shock

CHORUS:
======
   C#m        A
im known yeah yeah
      C#m   A
oh oh oh
   C#m        A
im known yeah yeah
      C#m    A
oh oh oh     check me check me
      Bm
oh oh oh

Couplet:
=========
         G
  im the man
Bm           G
  losers get outta my way
Bm             G 
  broadcasting pain on the loose
Bm              G
   count down today

CHORUS:
======
   Dm         A#
im known yeah yeah
      Dm   A#
oh oh oh
   Dm         A#



im known yeah yeah
      Dm    A#
oh oh oh
      Cm
oh oh oh

Couplet:
=========
             G#
   now youre known
Cm                   G#
   everythings gonna be alright
Cm                      G#
   nothing above you to worry about
Cm          G#
   only the clear blue sky

CHORUS:
======
   D#m        B
im known yeah yeah
      D#m   B
oh oh oh
   D#m        B
im known yeah yeah
      D#m    B
oh oh oh
      
oh oh oh

A                        F             A     F
  CANT YOU SEE THAT HE S KNOWN   oh oh oh      (juska la fin)
 


